





















ehold! the spring sea undulates / A












he sea of spring, / R
ising and falling, / A












ps / se soulevant et retom
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one night in a far off place






as nothing but stone
shone w
ith a softening, softening sun.
the sun w
as like silica or som
e such
dust of fine hard grain,
and so it seem
ed, sifting
to m
ake a faint sound.
then on the stones a sudden butterfly sat
w




soon the butterfly grew
 indistinct,
suddenly am
ong the river bed stones w























bove a dry, pebbled riverbed














he finest of pow
ders, like silica rock,








 butterfly then landed on a stone,
It ’s shadow









































«a softening, softening sun»–«a faint 











«soon the butterfly grew
 indistinct, / suddenly»
??????????????????????????????????
















he finest of pow


























































































ere only pebbles of a dry riverbed
on w
hich the sun - rippling,
rippling - w
as shining.










hy - rippling -
a faint sound arose.
A










ed in the riverbed, w
ater






















































here far, far aw
ay,
T
here is a dry river bed of sm
all pebbles only,
A
nd there is sunlight stream









s it is sunlight, it glitters like silica or som
ething,
L






nd that is w
hy it is m






, just at this m
om
ent a butterfly alights on a pebble
A




nd soon, after the butterfly has vanished, unnoticed by us,
O
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transliteration








atopoeic expression that suggests the sound of w
ater running.» ?????????????
«the sound of w
ater 
running»


























«like silica or som
ething, / 
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n conte de fées
U
ne nuit d ’autom
ne, là
-bas au loin,
Il y avait une rivière au lit de cailloux secs,










e soleil, on aurait dit du silice,
L






ruissaient d ’un faible bruit.
A





bre qu ’il faisait.
Q
uand à la fin ce papillon disparu, et quand était
-ce,
A




















ne nuit d ’autom
ne, là
-bas au loin,
Il y avait une rivière au lit de cailloux secs,








e soleil, on aurait dit du silice,
L
a poussière d ’un solide extraordinaire,
E
t c ’est pourquoi son m
urm
ure
Faisait un faible bruit.
A






bre qu ’il faisait.
Q
uand à la fin ce papillon disparu, et quand était
-ce,
A
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«Sur laquelle 
brillaient en bruissant», «B
ruissaient d ’un faible bruit»
????????????? ????














uand à la fin ce papillon disparu, et quand était
-ce,
A
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es traductions sont des versions à part entière de l ’œ
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a chair ? ???????????









perpétuation ?? ??????????? ???











un rapport constitué par la m
ajeure intim
ité possible (l ’engendrem
ent) et la 
m











































hich cannot adequately be repro-






























aiku of Yosa B
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la transposition créatrice ??????? ????????
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Japanese Onomatopoeia : The ?Im-? Possibility of Translating Japanese Modern 
Poetry into European Languages 
Nobuhiro Sato
??Japanese is a language with a huge variety of onomatopoeia.?The latest edition of The Diction-
ary of Japanese Onomatopoeia includes as many as 4,500 onomatopoeic words, which makes it one of 
the most distinguishing features of the Japanese in comparison with other languages.?Japanese lit-
erature?especially modern Japanese poetry?has well utilized this characteristic and made a good 
use of onomatopoeia.?Among others, modern Japanese poets such as Kitahara Hakushu ????
??, Hagiwara Sakutarou ???????, Miyazawa Kenji ??????, Kusano Shinpei ??????, 
and Nakahara Chuya ??????, created their own poetic world via their dexterous and idiosyn-
cratic use of onomatopoeia.?
??As is well known, the impossibility of the translation of poetry has been the subject of much 
discussion.?In any language, poetry is the literary genre that is most deeply rooted in the core of 
the whole structure of that language ; therefore, to transfer all the elements of a poem?including 
its semantic connotations as well as the phonetic contrivances of meter, rhyme, and rhythm?from 
one language into another should be impossible.?We do not even have to refer to Paul Valéry and 
Roman Jakobson to say this : one of the most conspicuous proofs of the argument is the translation 
of onomatopoeia.? Onomatopoeia, the formation of words from a sound that is associated either 
mimetically or symbolically with the action or the thing, directly connects the sound with the 
meaning.?This is a genuinely idiosyncratic aspect of onomatopoeia, which distinguishes it from any 
other linguistic sign.?Accordingly, modern Japanese lyric poetry, with its characteristic propensity 
for onomatopoeia, easily reveals the impossibility of translation.?Nevertheless, it is also an undeni-
able fact that a great number of translations of modern Japanese poetry have been published so far.?
This paper aims to examine how these translations deal with the problem of Japanese onomatopoeia, 
by analysing the methodological approaches in several versions of a specific poem, ‘A Märchen’ ???
???????? by Nakahara Chuya.?  
??In ‘A Märchen’, the onomatopoeic word ‘sara-sara-to’ ?‘sara-sara’ imitates the rippling sound 
of water? is frequently repeated throughout the poem, which plays an important part to create its 
unique poetic world.?Translators of this poem, in which onomatopoeia has such a significant func-
tion, confronting the impossibility of poetry translation, must have had to devise various inventions 
and contrivances for their translation.?
??In this paper, I will examine each of the five existing translation of Chuya’s poem, and shed new 
light on the translators’ endeavours which would form a passage from impossibility to possibility.?
‘Märchen’, trans. by James Kirkup, Modern Japanese Poetry ?The Open University Press, 1979?
‘a märchen’, trans. by Kenneth L. Richard and John L. Riley, Depilautumn?The Poetry of Nakahara 
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Chûya ?University of Toronto-York University Joint Centre on Modern East Asia, 1981?
‘A Fairy Tale’, trans. by Paul Mackintosh and Maki Sugiyama, The Poems of Nakahara Chûya ?The 
Cromwell Press Limited, 1993?
‘U n conte de fées’, traduit par Yves–Marie Allioux, NAKAHARA Chûya, Poèmes, ?Éditions Philippe 
Picquier, 2005?
‘A Fairytale’, trans. by Ry Beville, Poems of Days Past, ?The American Book Company, 2005??
